
Twin Flower
Twist



Materials

 

John Bead Czech Twin 2-Hole Beads,  Grey Solgel, 67901025

 

Size 11/0 Seed Beads, Opaque Black, 66434904B 

 

Stainless Lobster Claw, 26001400-00

 

6mm Stainless Jump Ring, 26001400-05

 

Wildfire Beading Thread .006, 74423057-01

 

Size #12 Beading Needle, 74302005

 

 Battery Operated Heat Cord Cutter, 74509836

 

Thread Scissors, 74509607

 

Beading Mat, 74509851

 

Chain Nose Pliers, 22801016-05

 

 

Intermediate Bead Weaving 

 

1 hour class 

Share your designs with us!

#JohnBead

Join the John Bead Facebook Group! 

https://www.johnbead.com/products/745/wildfire-battery-operated-heat-cord-cutter
https://www.johnbead.com/products/745/wildfire-battery-operated-heat-cord-cutter
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Beadprojectsfromjohnbead
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Beadprojectsfromjohnbead


John Bead Czech 2-Hole Twin Beads are combined with 11/0 seed beads in

this unique flower design with a twist. Create in many color palettes for a

fun stacker bracelet, or in an ombre style for an elegant collar length

necklace. 

Abbreviations used in these instructions include: 

Twin - Czech Twin 2-Hole Seed Bead

S11 - Size 11/0 Seed Bead

 

Step 1

Cut 65 to 70 inches of beading thread. Leaving a 15 inch tail, {string (1)Twin

and (1)S11} three times, plus (1)Twin. Go through the opposite hole of the last

Twin bead strung and continue through the open holes of the next (3)Twin.

String (4)Twin beads. Go through the last (4)Twin beads again, then

continue through the (4)Twin just strung. 

Turn to go through the open hole of the Twin bead your thread is exiting,

which should be the top right. {String (1)S11 and go through the open hole of

the next Twin} three times.  

Weave through the inside holes of the (8)Twin, then turn to weave through

the outside holes and S11 of the last (4)Twin. String (5)S11. 



Step 2

{String (1)Twin and (1)S11} three times. String (1)Twin. Go through the open

hole of that bead and the next three. String (4)Twin. Go through all (8) Twin

beads again (inside holes) to reinforce. 

Turn to go through the open hole of the top left Twin. {String (1)S11 and go

through the open hole of the next Twin bead} three times. 

String (5)S11. Go through the outside hole of the top, right Twin bead below.

Make a turn to come back through the opposite hole of that bead, then

continue through the inside hole of the top, left Twin. Turn and go through

that bead's outside hole. Continue to weave up through the next (5)S11, the

next Twin, S11, Twin, S11, Twin, S11 and Twin.  



Step 3 

Repeat Step 2 to desired length. Finish the

design with a loop of (5)S11. Weave around

following the thread path shown to reinforce

the loop. Weave in and trim remaining thread.

Repeat with tail thread for starting side.   

Use jump rings to attach a clasp to the loop. 

Share your designs with us!

#JohnBead

Join the John Bead Facebook Group! 
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